Sorry not to have our regular Front Page with this issue, but our very busy Printer says he hopes to have it in time for Dec 14th issue.

Vol. #14 - No. #11  December 7, 1946
We welcome the renewals of Ray Sahlbach and Mel Oliver. Good

.DX to you boys!

**DX CALENDAR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dec.</th>
<th>WHFC</th>
<th>Cisero, Illinois</th>
<th>NRC</th>
<th>2:00 - 2:45 A.M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>WHFC</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CHAB</td>
<td>900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CJFX</td>
<td>890</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>KMON</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>KAWO</td>
<td>630</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>KMON</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>KJEO</td>
<td>850</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>KXEA</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>KBNS</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>WJMC</td>
<td>860</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>XJMC</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>KPPC</td>
<td>800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>WATE</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>WATE</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.</td>
<td>WCBL</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>WATE</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>WCBL</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>WATE</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WWC0-WATERBURY, CONN. This is a big program, boys, and WWC0 offered it - no one solicited it. They are going to have prizes - First Prize will be a Gentleman's Bulova Wrist Watch, and will go to the correct report from the further distance. Second prize is a Gentleman's Fine Wallet. There will be two prizes also for the earliest postmarks on reports. First prize here is another Gentleman's Fine Wallet, and the second prize is $10.00 in cash. The man to whom he will send reports, and WWC0 is very anxious to hear from DXers all over the world. Don't fail to show your club off well by sending in a large amount of reports, and if you don't hear them, don't forget that small but important thank-you card. We in the DX gang feel very much much honored that WWC0 thinks enough of DXers to go to this trouble and expense to please us, and we feel sure that all DXers will hear this fact in mind and will report.

KGFX-PIERRE, S.D. Another milestone in DX has been reached, and we feel sure that every DXer will be on hand for this program. KGFX is one of the rarest DX catches we know of, and all clubs and DXers have been excitedly talking about this program ever since we announced it two weeks ago in DX News. Mr. Louis Steady, C.E., is the man to whom to send reports, and KGFX is very anxious to hear from DXers all over the world. Don't fail to show your club off well by sending in a large amount of reports, and if you don't hear them, don't forget that small but important thank-you card. We in the DX gang feel very much honored that KGFX thinks enough of DXers to go to this trouble and expense to please us, and we feel sure that all DXers will hear this fact in mind and will report.
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590 GPAG Film Flor, Man. is now on this freq., 250 watts. (R. Cooper)
JOAK Tokyo, Japan, Good R 7-8 signals. (Morrison, in Korea)
600 XMHA Shanghai, China. Aid to list of Chinese stations. (Morrison) It is an Eng. language station, good in late evening here in Korea.
640 XRRA Paiping, China. Excellent Q556-9 signals every evening. (Morrison)
650 XGOB Makking, China, Good signals here all day long. Has now in Eng. 11 PM Korean time in hook-up with KXY-XPRA-XRRA. (Morrison)
690 XGZ Maxic City, D.F. Now all-nighter. (Lefty Cooper)
700 XPRQ Kumming, China. Good in late evening. Q5 RQ. (Morrison)
730 WTIK Durham, N.C. Hrd 11/28 6:45-7:15 A.M. in Iowa, QRM from GRIK. (Kruze)
790 WARR Arlington, Va. Test at least 3-4 A.M. 12/6, 12-2. (Lefty)
YVKEB Caracas, Venezuela. "Radiodifusora Venezuela" Cipreses A, Miracalles v/s, No. 1-1. (Reiley) S'over VVL 5:30 week-days, soon fades. (Morrison)
870 WVTR Tokyo, Japan. Starts to come in around 4 PM Korean time, solid all evening.
960 YVHER Caracas, Venezuela. s/3-50 A.M. week-days, in clear, fair signs. (Melay)
990 WBET Brockton, Mass. Enterprise Pub. Co. Lloyd Staples ge in control, said will open Thanksgiving at 1 PM. Hrd 11/28, 3:30-5:00 then thru VNOX. S/3-5 AM (Johans)
VNOX Knoxville, Tenn. S/3-5 AM. (Johans) Sundays included.
1005 VUH Delhi, India. Not too sure of this one. Identified only as "This is All-India Radio." Freq. may not be exact but I think it's pretty close. (Morrison)
1020 VCIL cartridges, 111. Not hearing this station at 7:30 since original reception 11/17. (Kruze) Seems to test 1:00-1:15 EST. (Lefty)
1030 KVBU Corpus Christi, Tex. is on as early as 5:30 A.M. Sundays. (Hertz)
1050 WGLY Silver Spring, Md. On most all a.m. apparently 12/6, fairly poor here. (Lefty)
SVBR San Mateo, Cal. Hrd concluding f/o Sun. 12/1, 5:00 a.m. (R Cooper)
1140 YSIV Pakin, Ill. S/3-5/6 AM. Good (Hertz)
1230 CBEX Belleville, Ont. "Voice of the Bay of Quinte" - B.F. Buchanan, Eng., is v/s. Sked: 3:00 (Sun. 3:30 - 11 p.m. Over 50 reports received. (Right)
1240 CKDO Oshawa, Ont. Syd Townsend, Stdar Eng., v/s. (Reiley)
1250 WTVJ Jasper, Ala. Jack Copeland, C.E. is v/s. (Reiley)
1250 YVIRK Maracaibo, Venezuela, s/3-5 with familiar tune - Melay
1340 KFHM Columbus, Tenn. Middle Tenn. Bldg. C.E. Reavis Hobbs, C.E. Planned opening 11/26, 9:30 p.m. No def. test yet due to 1240 QRM. (Johans) (Lefty)
WLEX Lexington, Ky. On daily week-days 4-6 a.m. (Kruze) for another week or sc.
WLEJ Bowling Green, Ky. Hrd test this month, 1st Wed. 3:00-3:30, fairly good. (Lefty)
1400 CGKS Owosound, Ont. Used this channel on DX, R-8, swell. (Lefty)
1900 WYKZ Marshall, Minn. Hrd 12/2 behind that old carrier, and 12/4 OVER WEJE. May be testing 3:30-4:00 daily. (Lefty)
1900 WVRG Louisiville, Ky. Has f/o last Wed. 3:45-4:00. Is on till 3 dily. (Lefty)
1900 KXHS Hot Springs, N.M. test Tues. 3:15-3:30. Reggie Shirk, C.E. (R Cooper)
XONE Paiping, China, 1,000 watts - add to list of Chinese stations. (Morrison)
1900 KAEY Charlotte, N.C.下列 following WEJ 5:30, Mon. (R Cooper) (Johans)
1900 K218 Elizabath Falls, Ore. (Herald & News) Jet Walters, CE. EV Mon. 4:00-4:15, will be once monthly, soon. (Johans)
1900 WNDR Norton, Va. is now checking 4:00-4:10 EV Mon. (Lefty)
1900 WPFL Mayaguez, P.R. Hrd checking with RCA-Riverhead, Mon. 12/2, 4:30-5, R-5 (Lefty)
1. KIRK. Spec. KHOZ WDAR WJCL VKOA WTOM 
Reg. TFRF KODA KTHG HJ碳 VJDC VWEB VTHP VTOP VRIE VYK VYK YDEK WEMK VANO WPIK KMYB VJON CHET VILAY VTHP KACV VWEB VTHB VEBR VEBR

2. KRUSE Spec. KHOZ WNLK 
Reg. KROP KCVR WBC VYFRR KIDO VSUA VSUL VJCL KANE VWEB VTOP WIXL VGCW WATN KFJN VHEE KITF FYJN VJBL CHEF CKY CHLT VFRY

3. R. COOPER Spec. KHOZ WNLK 
Reg. KCHS ATTS VFRP KPIO VAXX VYMR VYRA VSUA VENK VAOE KANE CHEF VAdK VINS VTOP KZVSM CHLT VJSB CKSE

4. BARTHOLOMEU Spec. KHOZ WNLK 
Reg. VYFR VEDK VONT FPCN KJBCV VYFR VYMR KCHV VYNS ATTS VYAG VYOM VFOOR CHEF VOMT KORT CTS KADO KJSM KVNI VLEX

5. REILLEY Spec. WJOL VDAR WNLK 
Reg. VYFR VYMR KHHK WPOR KLYX VEDK VDAR VYMR VYOM VENK KANE VSUA VYFR VYNA VTOP VYIN NAL HEAL CKSE WIKJ VWNK WIKJ

6. ADDY Spec. KNCW WJOL 
Reg. KVUM KFPS VWEB VYRRA VSUA KSTT KLYX KHHK WUPR VFPR KDR TIPR KIDO VTOP KEMY KANE VWEB WYMD VENK TIPR KIRG KOWL VYAK VWEB CKSE

7. HERZ Spec. WDAK 
Reg. VNOX VYDAR VYMR VONT WYIN WYCO VERS CHEF CTS WIKJ WAMS CKSE 49

8. STEELE Spec. KANE CKTS WTKR WLDH CHEF VAXX VYAG VYMR VTOP VKLM HEAL HEAL WICK WYDR CKSE CKTS WYMT WARD KVMK KROE

9. BATSON Spec. WNLK KHOZ VDAR VJCL 
Reg. WYMT VTRP KARK WATN VWEB VYFR VYMR VYEC VFKK VYOM WLER CTS KOLO CJS CJS VVM VTM

10. SULLIVAN Spec. WJOL 
Reg. KIDO KGEX KLUF KROF KROB WYMT VSD KMED KEMA WJLOL WZDC WUKH CKX YOUN VJIN VYPR VYMR VENK WK5L WLMHE VZDC WLMHE VBLG VCHG YXM 32.

11. FELLETTIER Spec. WJOL 
Reg. VYK VTLG VNOX KEXX WYMR WZAE WZOM VWKK VO3G WSPAN WJIXA VYGH VJNH WJXK WYK VFRR VETC WZDC WZOM WZAM KJYK WNJC

12. SPENCER Spec. WJOL KHOZ WNLK 
Reg. KARK KSEU MHRP CHEF WJLH WEMP PARM WYDE Bugs VYMM VMJG VMJG VMJG KCTA CTS 32.

13. R COOPER Spec. WJOL 
Reg. VYTR VMEK WJUX VSUA VYMR KVOC VYEX CKSM VYMR WIMC WJNC

14. WHEELER Spec. KHOZ WNLK 
Reg. WYVR VYPR VYMR WAIM VMJG CHLT VYJK GCJS

15. VANGER Spec. WJOL WDSR VDAD 
Reg. VYJR VYMR CHEF VFKY VYMR VUZ

16. BURNHAM --- Wtas Aided. ---

17. SALING Spec. WJOL VLOC KHOZ
Reg. WJPL WJIXA VYWA VSUA KJGG KCHS KGEA KISE KAIR CEPL KXZL KYOC KOMA 15.

18. BERTZEL Spec. WJOL VLOC KHOZ
Reg. WJPL WJIXA VYWA VSUA KJGG KCHS KGEA KISE KAIR CEPL KXZL KYOC KOMA 15.
TOM MORRISON—SEOUL, KOREA This is the first you've heard from me way over here in Korea. I haven't reported much to the NRC since I left civilian life. Lately, I find that I've been having a little time to get in some DXing and although the facilities are none too good, I've managed to get some good out of it. Before I launch into the report sections of this letter, let me tell you that my NRC bulletins are arriving here OK in about 7 or 8 days which is pretty darned good service, I think. I also think you are doing a wonderful job on the bulletins, Lefty, and I hope you'll keep up the good work. Well, on the matter of a report - Reports are cut to KMHS—XONE-XGEB-XMHE. Hope I get some verities out of it. Got a couple of SW and ham verises too but (in accordance with NRC policy) we don't talk about that. I am not seriously interested in SW anyway and by the way, would rather see the NRC stay the only EGB club in existence, than change over to half SW and half SW. In my opinion we're a top club now so let's not lower our efficiency any by adding SW, and dividing the club's interest. DX on EGB over here is really difficult due to the abundance of long wave CF stations on the EGB. They are all over the band and sometimes with such volume that you can't read an AM station for anything. I am getting along a little bit, though. I expect to be back in the States by the end of December so after the first of the year, I'll be able to report more often with some decent DX.

BRUCE KENNEDY—FALMOUTH, ONT. Reason for no reports from this LEO after the barrage some weeks ago is that I have been forced to give up DX completely for the time being. Old "Hiram" just can't take the heavy work all day and then get up for a few hours at night. As it is I have to get to bed by 9 to get my 8 hours sleep-hi. And I don't even feel like getting up at 5:30 much less earlier for DXing. So I am calling it quits for now. Anyway there's too many stations to get. If you're over the 600 or 700 mark it's not too bad but when I look at all the stations I need, I lose interest. The 300 footer gives about 4 harmonics of GEL which is 5 miles away. The rest are whistles on every frequency something like a regenerative set, I guess. It's OK after midnight, tho. Leo, I have a Taco outfit too. Got it at an auction sale, brand new for a song. Let's hear how yours works. Haven't got mine up yet. Glad to see Spenie coming thru with the reports now. See new member John Jones really going to town too. Better watch out Ralphie as you've got another nite-owl competitor. And say Ralph that Varga calendar is OK. Had to wait 10 minutes at the customs at Fort Erie while the officer looked it over, hi. Got in at 3:30 for a couple of hours' sleep. Bill- your DXers are good! Canadian Air Mail rates are just about double US rates now. 10c per ½ ounce to S.A.

JOHN JONES—BUSTLETON, PENNA. DX has been OK this week. Sorry that I cannot listen to more of the DX specials but those that fall in the week are an impossibility for me since I am in my Senior and last term at High School and I am up to my neck in work. Therefore I cannot see my way clear to get up during the early hours. However on Saturday morning and Sunday morning I can DX and also on holidays such as Thanksgiving week-end, Thrus-Sun. Here is what happened 11/20. Logged WBNF a surprising catch at 9:30 PM EST. This is on 1330 Kc/s, and has 250 watts from Fis. On 11/23 CFAC—NFMB and VBMS testing 1:15 tune-in, to 2 AM tune-out and they were requesting listeners to call and they would pay the toll if you lived 400 miles away or more. Did you call, Ralphie? WENK testing at 4:15 off 4:17 WLOI also hrds on all-nite program. Rpts out: KOA—FMBL—WMBL—VAC—VGB—TFK—WHEL—CKLW WFBQ—WENK—WFCI—WPTF. Varieties were at a low. One of these came in, WWON—WHSV—WLB—WMFT—WGRM. WGRM incidentally was hrds on f/c on 11/17 and R/W. Hand the signer says, "I will see you Dec. 15 on the air." WGRM came in here from 3:15—3:30 S6. That about winds it up for this week except to say that I hope to listen to Harry's WATN on Friday.

BILL BARRETT—DENVER, COLO. Sure hope I get good old Greenland tonight—ought to get it tonight if at any time because it is cold and snowing here and on the whole DX has been swell. I now have in 8 verities — KOWH-WMBL-XHCP-A nice letter—XHCP another swell letter and card—KSFT—WKB H card—KTF & KMB. Reports out now to KBWY—WREN—WAVN—KBX—KGNU—WBBZ KBST—WUSA—WMFT—KBUI—XHCP—WGNU—XWOS—XGVL—WLSB—CHLT—OKUA—KOIL and have to type up rpts to WEDO—WATM—KAIM—KDBW—XKBV—XFFI—XKOL—KROP—XKSL—KDFM—KIMN—KNET—WFKT. This is my shortest commodity again—Just don't have time to type up all the rpts I have. Some DXer I am, hi. Vy swell letter from KSFT and do they have coverage—hrds in N.M, Tex, Colo. of course and in Kansas as far as Dodge City. That is reaching out! PS—Any of you block letter post card fans that want some good Colorado cards, how's abt a swap as I can still get some good Army camps around here. QRA is 770 York St., Denver 6, Colorado.
December 7, 1946

NATIONAL RADIO CLUB "DX NEWS"

JOE TRAUER-WILLIAMSVILLE, N.Y. Not so much to rpt this week. WVEZ logged off, after WPAC signed at 4:45 on 11/17. KSPI for a few min thru WATZ & KUN on 18th. WATZ on initial test, KFVY weak thru WATZ 4:05-4:15, then KSNY rolled in with a 100% readable R-6 sig, almost as strong as WATZ. WKWB hrd on 19, 20, 21 at 5:30 testing, weakly thru QRM. WPW weakly on 21st. WFQZ easily thru WQDC on 24th. Also on 24th, WIVL concluded its test series, and a rarely heard one, CJCE tested briefly with a strong sig. at 5:30-5:45 just before hrd here since 1946. Variers this past week, letters from VCTA WSKL WNEC WIBS WQB WHEB WSHB XPAR WJIB WMB and cards from WYXO WAXJ WYSF. DX has been only fair this week, good Monday, below par since that date, Lackawanna, N.Y. is to have a new station on 1180. We'd like to call to your attention that your lists figures in the HEARD-VFIFED contest must be sent direct to Frank Wheeler, 9 TJS Schwartz, R.D. 7-Brie, Pa. Your Ed can't make changes.
ED VYMAN-BALTIMORE, I.A. I have since I came down here on 10/1, recd verics from WSAAN WDRF VFOY CCMN VRID VYKJ VKRP MOVY VYKJ VYKJ CHEFS MY WLR VISTA KPAR VDAD VDAL VDMAF VPOR WLRD CHJD VDLN VMLN VMDS VDAD. Also recd verics at home from rpts before I came down here from WATL mainly, after 9 months when WMAI WADI VATT VTVI WHSC KHEJ VD VRLD. From rpts sent out before I came down here the following are delinquent: VYMA WDRF VFOY VYKJ VYKJ WYDZ WDRF KHER WYDZ WJOY VYKJ VDX WMRD VYKJ VYKJ VYKJ VYKJ. From this I conclude that I have been here but first I use a new HQL129X (and I think it stinks, still like my 6 tube job) and also a SDR. Not yet except wire strung around the room. 10/5- WSAAN on reg. sked. 10/14- WVOY & WJPI on hurricane extra, besides others already rptd by others. 10/18 WSAAN reg. sked. 10/19 CFON on s/off and CHEFS on DX, 10/23- CKVL on test. 10/26- CKVL for lack of something better to write, also WSAAN on reg. sked. 10/29- WWWE on test covering WATL, 11/2- WMLX on s/off & FLCL on 11-nite program & VYKJ on test. 11/3- VYKJ only an E-3 and WTVL on test, and haven't answered yet. 11/5- WFKY on DX and WMLX on test. 11/9 WYJL, 11/10- WLCW testing behind WJLH also WMC on f/o and WYJL on testing and that day got the first hour of the first broadcast of Warden, also got ambitious and copied WCBA because there was no sign of them on their DX...The I see that several have said that they had them. They are KS local during the day which makes me think they were not on. The verics don't say whether they were or weren't. (They were, the ED- I have the verics for the DX -ED) 11/11- WJLH on f/o. Anybody know how I can get a veric out of this one? This is my 3rd rtt to them & still no answer. 11/13- WSAAN on test and WMLX on DX. 11/15- VKBP on test and VYKJ on test & WEDO on DX. 11/16- WMFF on test over the mess on 1340. Knocked them all for a loop. Also CHEFS on DX, 11/17- WJLH on test and WMLX on their all-night test and CHJL on DX, 11/18- VDAD & WYKJ DX's, latter good after VM on s/off, also CKUA on R7 here for a good rtt. What happened to Ralphy on this one - I see he did not hear them, Ralph, you're slipping!) also VYCF on DX and later than day logged WYAN behind CMFJL, 11/30- WYAR on f/o. 11/23- WTVL on test and WMLX on s/off 2 AM & VMS on 1090, testing and said they would open on 12/1, also KCGL testing, 11/34- WDKM testing. 11/27- WTVL on test and WYJL also. 11/28- WMFF on test & WJLH also. I hope he doesn't fit so bad to buy another one. The correct size is 92-3. I hope you won't mind my telling you this. I tried here to get some laceo-leaf sheets but couldn't get any. I want them ruled, not plain. Did you hear from "Greenland's Icy Broadcasters this week-end?" Hope the rest had it this time. G.E. JACQUES-HORNELL, N.Y. Regret do not do any too much DXing. Reception's been terrible Hardly able to hear any of your programs and don't know how the Canadians ever were heard by anyone else. To Ed Vymart- Your (WCCO?) was verified by me on 11/21/40 by Joe Hassett. Green and White card. KDFT Casper Fc., and verified on 11/15/40. To J T Jones- Yes my verics from WY was mailed 10/2/41. Hrd on 10/3/41, 1:30 EST. You stated that the Loose Leaf Log would fit any 3-ring laceo leaf cover 63-9". I bought one and it wouldn't fit so bad to buy another one. The correct size is 35-3. I hope you won't mind my telling you this. I tried here to get some laceo-leaf sheets but couldn't get any. I want them ruled, not plain. Did you hear from "Greenland's Icy Broadcasters this week-end?" Hope the rest had it this time. leo HUBER-CHICAGO, ILL. Was too lazy & got up by little so rpts were few and far between. Rpts sent to WSAI VKFZ WDLF & follow-up to WDSU. Verics in from WDSU KCLL KANE CCLA, Bought myself a railroad reservation (Pullman) for Christmas Eve for a trip to visit Eldon Addy, Hope the Coal Strike won't stop all trains as this would ruin my plans. (Coal is so short here, Leo, that we have to turn on Gabriel Heatter to get warm! -Ed.)
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MUSINGS OF THE MEMBERS

DICK COOPER-KITTANNING, PA. Veries in since last report include letters from WKAX KHIO WFTP KTFK WMRF VSUH VENK KANE WDXK WNS VBLR RAVN (hi Lefty) KVSM WCLL VLOC CKSE CKDO CJDJ and cards from KQHS CHER VTKK CATS WTVS. Also dups from some of the DX specials. Verie total is now 1214 counting them by call letters. Reports out to WACE WBBT WKUL WRQN WHSC WTPR KCOF KVSK VFKX VKXK WKBX KCLA WMMK KPOV WHFS KHEN KVSP KLIZ KVLY WHNP WNOO WJOY VFKQ WFWL WBHP WMBY WMUM. The last 10 have whiskeys. CKUA was heard very well on the DX. Bafist disappointment was KDFN whom I gave up on too soon. KFRT was better during the last hour preceeding the DX program than during it. I called WRQN on 11/24 and am wondering how many heard them acknowledge calls from Kingport, Tenn and Kittanning. Wanted to beat Ralphie on it, ha, and by the way, Ralph, they asked for collect calls. Mon. AM continues as the best DX morning and I would suggest that anyone having only limited time for DX should try to arrange his schedule to allow listening on Mondays. It appears that the FCC now requires stations to run (new ones) 30 frequency checks, than to check weekly. Suggest you try for these new stations as they come on the air, for there are a few that may never be heard again after initial ETS.

LEO BROWN-GOSHEN, IND. I got a little DXing done Rpts are out to KPOA WACE KIEN CCIC WLEH KFHV KBZL KSHL KSMH KWEB KFPM OXBY. Latest veries are in from WHGU KQV WEFH WLRK KCHS for a total of 579. I got 63 rpts out. I have a 3-week vacation coming up starting Dec. 21 so I should really pull in some DX. (I hope.) KSMH had their first test this morning and they said that Carl Horton called them long distance. I thought Ralphie was the only one who spent his income on telephone bills! I just finished my 7th year of verifying with 162 veries - I've had a fair log if I've had gotten that many veries every year. I did get 452 in my 3 best years but only 63 in the 3 worst ones. Must close now and get ready to drive back to Lafayette.

VOICE OF THE DX WORLD - KOOP - ROCHESTER, MICH. (Edgar Koop, hi.) I did some DXing since 11/13. I got a card verie from WNQ a letter from WATT and I sent reports to KHOI WEDO WFKT CKUG WTON CJDJ KDFN CKDO KCIL WTKO WTPR WLCF WMMP WPEA WFKL WKRM WPLH KEDO KVQH WPHR WDOM WPHN WHOT WENK WATZ. I sent reports to all those stations since I got home from Chicago 11/10. Not too bad, you think? I've logged a few others, but didn't report yet. I've been using a 7 tube Superhot crrw called Son-Oasonic with 4 SW bands from 16 to 31 meter band and Standard, it is just a car radio I brought back from Japan with me. It was made for Jup. Buick card built by G.M. over there. Try it sure is a radio, I use just a 96' vertical antenna. I can get most anything on it but I can't pick up Police calls, or ham stations. I can't figure that out either, because my Emerson portable packs up Police calls right beside the Son-Oasonic. Have you any dope on good antennas and how to erect them? (Did you see Leo Hens' report from Nov. 30 DX News, Ed?)

SID SPEERLE-LOUISVILLE, KY. Well, Nov. was a real old fashioned DX month here. 40 rpts went out. Hope a lot of you fellows stayed with WKTU on 11/18 DX. He stayed on an extra 15 minutes to be free of QRM from VHN. Ernie Pell, C.E. really did a fine job of boosting the NRC. Also on 11/18, KRPC until 5:01 at 2:35. CKUA (I hope) for a rather meager report, he was pretty weak here. 11/20- KSUM, Joplin, Mo., on test with voice only 1:30-1:45. 11/21- GCIS with a fine DX show. 11/22- WPLH on test asking for rpts & promising veries 1:12-1:21. 11/26- WACE on ST at 5:11. Also krd several mornings thereafter. WHES off at 5:30 after test. 11/27- WHNQ on top of everything on 1450 at 1:05 on test. 11/28- KGVL on test at 5:36. Also copied VNLQ & WCLL or early AM studio recorded programs. ILEX hri on noon here on the 28th, he now takes over the 1340 band in the daytime from WLSJ & WMC. 11/29- KVSP with voice test only at 3:21, VESR also with a voice test at 3:33 for another new one. 11/30- West coasters coming in well, especially Oregon and Washington KJIL took over 1240 from 2-3. KELA for a rpt altho he had trouble with KFMM. WJZ on test at 2:48, KORC for a new one most of the morning; KNEB for another new one at 3:56 on, WTPS on test 3:53 and WTK at 4:11. Veries now is 1,157 with 29 rpts cut.

PAT REILLEY-JAMESTOWN, N.Y. CKDO VIXE CJQ CKSE KHPF WBCY YY8E (Art: Mally!) are new ones this week. (Veries). YY8E rovd on 12/7 from a rpt to them on 1/1, glad to receive it as I had given up on getting it back. Only 2 new ones caught here, WACE on 760 and VESR on 1240, both testing on the 28th for 65 new ones heard so far this year. Too much overtime even worked 5 hours on Thanksgiving Day and night before also. Too pooped out to get up to DX much. 42 now veries so far and only 13 last year at this date for a total of 141. REPORTED THIS WEEK - WACE WHF AM KORC CHON VITEL WTVS plus ones listed 11/30. WATCH FOR - WAPB.VICQ CKSE KHPF (1450) WBCY BCIG YLNE YLQ and WTVS plus
RALPH JOHAMS-BUFFALO N.Y. Well a couple more (WRT & KSH) can and went reg’r. KSH hr because the Fire Enginemen woke me up (eh yes, I sleep once in a while.) WIST surprised me when Lloyd Staples said ’Hell’ - KSH nearly caught me with my pants down & it was Raining, mixed with snow here. CHLT/CJTS after mailing 60 PH veile cards they mail me a couple to Raina Finch, Ilo City Police (of all the places!) (What’s happened, Ralphie - did Pop put the pinch on you) HI - F1a) CQGO goes and puts 110 Zone # in fr Date Haard. CJTS varies with 50 watts for Sp1 DX & says 250 watts agt is still on the ‘wagon’. Mfrs. promise list, if rec’d will look forward to a DX spell then, KC1I’s CE gave me rpt to Gen. Mgr. as monitor had trouble rec’g them, they used part of test un-calculated. KHAS send nice letter & program. KE7MT also WAC& WQOM. I hear’s Tom Carbery got told we accept C.O.D. from Buffalo (but station asked for it during test!) Ton, I missed Talladega – toe asleep, 11/29. The cats in the alley woke me and hr on 1450 WOCE 4 AM, WPAD & WQOM fought 4:15, etc. WLVQ 4:41-5, WFUN had the LEST fun with WVDC-XBAR 3:30-3:45. For me that 669 fellow speaks Spanish and says "KEMZ" y piante por KPAR till 5 AM but after we swivel some snow off (in near future) I guess I’ll discover the stranger too, no hurry yet.

Look at Right Bottom Corner of the CONVENTION PICTURES and on top row (left to right) are Len Kruse, KEM-Norm Maguire-Lefly Cooper-Fred Van Voorhees-Bottom row – Dick Cooper-Loc Herz – James Railley – Pop Edge. Next week we (I’ll) tell you who the ladies are. Say Trudy how’d you like to read "The Rose of Auburn"? (WAC& suppl.)

KE7MT GALE-WALNUT PA. Verifies during the past week have arrived from CHOK CKT KFHN KVNI VARD WOES XER FARM WBCO, all letters except WAK. Reports were sent to the following: 11/26 WAC on ET from 6:20-5:59 s/off, 11/27 WIST on all A.M. ET, and WEC on f/c from 4:21 to 4:44 a.m. and WHEP at 6 A.M. s/on (Sunday A.M.) 12/2- WVIS on f/c from 2:05 to 3:26. I have just tabulated the call letters which have been issued and find that at the time of writing, there are 402 assignments which I need to verify, 200 K’s and 202 W’s. Of course, most of these are not yet on the air. This includes 50 stations operating for 2 years or more, and stations in Alaska, F.R., and Hawaii. In addition, 66 W’s and 45 K’s have not yet been assigned. It looks like "Fuzzz a dull moment" for a long time to come!

JOHN R KIRK-POINT PLEASANT, VA. Have had a bad cold hence very little DX during past week. Rpts out to: WMEP YCWS VPAR WKLX WHQ VOF WCNT CKOQ XWFT VSUA VMUQ VFOA KZRE KZWS XLX KFTR KGU WXLS HVA. Verifies in from: KJSC WFQP WLVQ WKG FCRM KHE2 WQOM K7I7 CHLT XEPR VMAC WARK WQAC CKTS CQGT KCHS WCFP WBCO VPAR WKLX WTOK CJCQ CJTC KGME WCNT WOF WJLS XQO KQGL. Might note among fast verifiers KGME, Honolulu. Rpted 11/18 and verio rcvd by me cn11/26. Really good time via Air Mail between here and Hawaii and return. AM of 28th unusual here. KGME KPOA pounding in with R4 and R6 sigs. KGU a bare R2-3 but got a good rpt off to him. IYF with R6 sig., and sure hope that he kicks thru with a verio. WXLS was maybe hr. Since I am not absolutely sure will wait & see what he has to say. Sent him a log on abt 13 minutes of program (hrd at 3 different times) but did not get any call, and hence not positive. KJCQ is located at Futatari, Gilbert & Ellice Islands. He has been asked to DX but I do not as yet know whether or not he will, he is 1564 Kc/s. acc. to Ierno List.

GRANT EATON-WESTFIELD, N.Y. Top, another bunch of new on s, 8 out of 16, 11/25- WFUN on 1450 testing 3:18-4:36 also WVWA 4:02-5:10, 11/26 VEEM on 960 Kc/s. DX 4-5 AM rather poorly hr but onaf to rtp. CFNE fairly well hr being behind WREG center. On 730 WACV testing 5:30-5:45, been testing since every AM. 11/27 WIST on 990 testing 4:19-5:00. WACA on 590 Kc/s. 5:29-5:45 A.M. for a clear net, not always hr here and WAGS on 600 Kc/s, at 6:01-6:24. 11/28 WIST testing on 1330 3:05-3:26, really put the allnighters back where they belong, WILU testing on 1340 at 3:40-4:00 a.m., quite a lot of static, some fading. WSFA on 1440 over-riding everything 5:30-5:47 and CEA on 540 5:53-6:15 PM the earliest I have ever heard them. 11/29 VATN 2:00-2:38 the best hr test in a long time, a dandy show. 12/1 KSHI testing on 1530 @ 3:26 & asking for rpts. A good Q29 signal. KQGA at 7:17-7:15 Q439. In the clear Sun. AM. Veries number to 11- ROLO CJCQ WERM WILS WFOK WWDE WCIL KTKS CKDO WEDO KROF. To Doc Kirk – I logged WAND on 6/24 4:13-4:23 & letter verio came 7/29 E.L. Smith, C.E.; v/s. WWBS verio signor Jack Copeland C.E. WERM letter verio a swell one. Next f/c is on 12/15, 3:15-3:30. Signer W.C. Hani, Jr.

ERIC FROST-WICHITA, ILL. I left here Tues., for a hunting trip and I went thru Danville. Hrd WOHN there, while in Torre Haute heard WVEW & VSUJ Bloomington. I also hrd the following while in ILL. VLEN WQW WMC WUKJ WQON WCIL WHKL XER WOQ WJJO WERM KDFN WFK. Following CJTO heard and back, 12 days with Verie, and K7MS in.
ELWOOD BELDERT-VALNUT-Fort, Pa. Latest varie from WWB KFTS KSTT. Reports out to KSEL FACE ECIL VHSQ W1ET VBA11 FPL THX. On 259t, WC1L, Voice of Southern Ill, testing say s/cn 6:30 AM. Also heard VHSQ W1PH QXQU TVBR WEED WSHA V40R. EXL not audible here no acpl.
On 27th WCET 1rcaton, Mass. F1ACE Ghoppe Mass WZHA W1PR VPLL WRL, on 28th, KSEL Lutbock Tex. WBU CEN/ s/off 4 AM. On 28th WPPL testing, even with W1PDO, also no sign of CKD1 were they on? On 25th heard WPPL special f/c say they s/cn 6:30 AM. Missed rest of Canadian DX specials — too sleepy but will try for the next one, CFCO CUFY CHAE & CFPS.

JAMES F. LUCILE-6319 NORTH OAK PARK AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. I have a National 240°C with speaker to match, grey, purchased new in Feb. 1940 for $240.00. Also a Hammarlund Super-Pro 110 SX with speaker to match purchased new in 1938 for $261.00. This set was not used for the 4 years that I was in the Army. On my return I sent it to Hammarlund for necessary repairs and adjustments and paid $38.00 at that time. I intend to buy a new set this month, meaning in December, so I want to sell both the above receivers as I don’t want 3 in the house. If any of the members are interested I will appreciated the best offer.

LARRY VARNES-BELMONT, CAL. Have been “snapping up” after a severe rainstorm for the past week or so and have had little chance to DX. (What? Rain in Cal.? — Ed.) Read a varie for reception of KZAR, Fairbanks, T. A. early this month — Nov. 4, and the varie signer, Jack M. Walsh,无关。Eng., said he could verify my report because I had reported the commercial announcements in detail. He also said (and here’s the lesson we might learn from this) that the station log they keep does not specify individual musical selections and times played. They record only the general character of the program. I wonder how many stations do the same thing? (How are you, Harry Righter—David Miracles—Ray Phelps—Jack Pal-letier-Harry Elliott-Tom Morrison?) Has any careful study ever been made to determine just what types of information the majority of broadcasters require for verification? That is, the addition to the technical data? Maybe a great many stations keep logs in the same way. Anyhow Walsh went on to say that they receive their reception reports from the States each season, but he implied that he could not verify many of these for the aforementioned reason. Also read a varie yesterday from WPPL, signed by Sanford J. Willis, C.B. Logging of late include WEIR WSK KSHV KATO KEBB KEFW WEDO & WEDK.

JACK QUINTRELL-WASHINGTON, DC. I wish to allay all fears that I fell down a well or anything and offer the following resume of my DX activities to substantiate my claim, hi. I have been very busy with work, school, etc., but have managed to do a little DXing now & then. Since I last reported in the middle of Sept. the following varies have been received: KZB KQXV WJNC KGVL PKSU XI IN KANE KSTT KZSP KATO WARD WHF1 VYWN WTMG W1GAW W1GAF WPFL V1ET KOI KELA K1LX KG1W WJNC WHEE W1DR CEK VCVS W1HS W1NT W1MA V1TFL CHUM VE1A C0CK C0JX W1L1 K001 W1P0 82R W1H3M (When did you hear W1SQ, Jack? I read him! — E3.) WP1U KZSU F1AY C101 CR1 UF1P W1JS W1HM W1FM F1L10 VAT1 YOC1J W1FS W1P1 W1SP W1DR W1E10 W1V1 N10N W11L1 W1E10 W11L1 W1K11 N10N W11L1 W1E10 W11L1 W1K11 N10N W11L1 W1E10 W11L1 W1K11 W1E10 W1A11 W1E10 W1V1N W1K11 W1E10 W1V1N W1K11 W1E10. Nothing new in the past week except K11L 1200 at 3 a.m., several mornings, WACE 730 KO/e, on 11/28 all AM, W1SM on 25th till 1:30, W1C1L testing 1:15, 11/29. Need some help on varie signers on WPFA KOTA W1F1P W1GR (Emerson Brown, CE — E1.) W1YL V1ET to name a few. I have a bunch of rpts out and varies are coming in thick & fast. Didn’t get in contest as I was in Atlanta for a couple of weeks at the time the 25€ was due and didn’t have Sid Steele’s address. I had been looking forward to the contest, but luck kept me out again. Well maybe next year, Hi, I guess this is all for a couple of weeks, so ZB and DX.

PHIL NICHOLS-EAST HARPSFORD, Conn. Varie in from YFLR KTSF V1 W1ENK COTLA WFFM N11L1 W1E10 W11V1 W1ET1 (test ev. Fri. 1-2 with Debbie woman announcer). K1TSF K1YF (hi Lefty) W1CY W1E10 W11V1 WFFM W1MM with dupe from K1CO. Varies total 1208 as of 11/27. 39 reports out yet last nes to W1YVM W1ATZ W1FRM K1A1O DEC-877, 1035, 1844 W1OS. (From? — E2.) W1MM 82R W1FRM W1CMR W1RM FR1N W1FK N11L1 W1E10 W11V1 W1ET1, W1C1L1 will start on Sun. 12/1. W1M1S started 11-24. Also rptsed testing are: K11L-WCHT—W1ET1. Congrats to Lefty for a swell job on the bulletin, also thanks to hirfor his swell co-operation with the W1NG and yours truly. It is deeply appreciated. (And Phil is co-operating 100% with us, too, boys, and thanks, Phil HALL WAGNER—HARRISBURG, PA. Some corrections to Air-Mail rates; Algeria-Egypt-Tunisia & Turkey should also be included in the 15€ air-mail rates, the same as Europe. W1GQ, 1141 Mineral Wells, Texas, on 22 this morning. (11/30) Who was Spanish station on 760 who dr floated out KG1 4:01-4:14 11/30? I don’t have any listed there. Had RG sig then faded o
The following have still not sent in any entries - how about it, fellows? - HISPON BRISTOW, HOWARD JONES, KIPPMANN, ANDERSON, NELSON, and VARNES. Next listing will be in the Jan. - DX News. Have latest additions in by December 28th. The address, once again is Sid Steele - 3816 Michigan Drive - Louisville 12, Kentucky.

MISSING OF THE LETTERS

JOE BROWN-CHILLI-CONN.N.Y. (Ed. note - In error, I put Joe's 11/30-10 report in on page 5 - sorry!) Not much to report this week. New stations, UVFV FAXE KGKL on tests & VFMJ 16 hrd very well, 44:015 PM, off on 11/30. Varies in: KOLO KJUN FEBM FFSR FUPN, all nice letters, from letter from CNSI, DX generally below normal strength, plenty of static - too many all-nighters. Could not pick up XFF's DX at all, here.

LEN KUSE-DUBUQUE, IA. How many DXers were tuned to 1520 on 12/1 to hear the new KSIR, Creston, IA. station present their first test broadcast? Wayne Hackett, C.E., who many fellows will remember his voice from other stations, is continuing his friendship with DXers, and has consented to broadcast a special program for DXers sometime in the not too distant future. On 11/25 logged VFROM FVRN, both with FT, the former heard several times since. The CKEM DX on 11/26 hrd fair. Thnx for giving morning added 4 new ones to my log. VDCS with a test 1400-1412, face with an ET 1340-1318, VLEX with their new early-morning program - 6 a.m., hrd & much weakly morning, also FVMK with reg. prc. 6:45-7:15 a.m. GMED by CKAC. XFFR sent hell letter and postcard on recent WMC DX. COJQ also sent nice letter verifying they heard more than 50 reports. Several other recent entries were KDFC NOC CAY. Remember fellows, the VIFF DX on 12/3!

HOWARD PERKINS-CLEVELAND, O. Stations logged and rptd since last time are: GCOV, KCIB, KVMD, KFBR, KCDV, KFWX, KICK, KSSL, KFOX, KTVN, KTVI, KFSL, KFWX, KFAT, KFPO, KFPL, KFGL. Logged KVII, 1230 new, 11/17 (3rd Sun.) 3:15 a.m., KFAT testing nightly on 1050, KFVU test 11/20, 4:30 a.m., 1:30; KFRL test 11/22 4:55 a.m.

LETTY COOPER-BROOKLYN, NY. Rpts out to FACE WMN KFSE, KFRI, KFBR, KFPP, KFVE. Varied in from KFED, CKCO, WMJY, (my prepared word) to bring total to 1191. 11/28 - Tad buzz here all a.m., had trouble with WMJY, but VLEX did all right thru the crowd on 1340, Rpted until 12/1, and caught KFSL's first test, and hrd.VNOX s/on at 5. 12/2 - My favorite a.m., Mon. and for 3rd straight Mon., I logged 2 new ones on 1450 - this time KFNE and KFPP, the latter testing with RCA in Riverhead, L.I. 4:30-5:00, R 5-6 here, with TT QM. They were playing Latin-American music. At first I thought it was KNSV, CFS' loud and very interesting show, and that carrier wasn't on, either. 12/5 - VFROM testing at 3 a.m. Found KFRLZ on 650. 12/4 - VFLZ taken on 1/1-3-30, I had verified this one, but have never been able to find their call, so it isn't in my count, and I'm trying again. WARD on 780, and almost as loud on 2nd harmonic, 1560, at least 3:15-4. VUGY, 1060, Silver Spring, Md. testing most of a.m., not too terrific here.

JOE DECKER-ELMONT, NY. (2nd rpt. A few more new ones hrd - XTPL THTS, VFRP VIVY (Daytime) KFAT VONT (Daytime) KID & VDCS daytime KFRL KFBC, KFBS. KSIR 1st test 12/1 & prob. VAYN day time this a.m. 12/1. Also would like little help on station on 1340 which I heard 11/30 morning mentioned, once a week jam session, with dialogues between man and lady, mon. J. Fred Peters. Was it WAKM? Since 11/13 I've added 5a new ones. Was surprised to hear KFPL-TDS on 800 at 5 a.m. & CKML was out of the picture. Last Mon., tried for WFR on 1240 until I looked at the list and found it was on 1450 s/a. I quickly tuned & hrd WFR off. VUPN w'd my rpt and said they read list of rpts, but was 1st one mentioning I had them on a sub-harmonic which is on or s/a 540 kc/a. They said it helped eng. greatly. WMGO shld be on soon. (Had to cut here, Joe - but got the important parts in! - Ed.)

DEADLINE TUESDAY. SEND RPTS FOR DX NEWS TO R. COOPER - 638 F. 21 STREET, BROOKLYN NY.